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Basic Terms Used in Viral Genetics

Genotypeyp

Genetic makeup of a virus

A subpopulation of viruses of a virus species that share moreA subpopulation of viruses of a virus species that share more 
homology with each other in nucleic acid sequence and/or 
amino acid sequence than with other subpopulations

“Patients infected with genotype B and C of hepatitis B virus  
respond to the treatment quite differently.”



Basic Terms Used in Viral Genetics

Phenotypeyp

Observable characteristics or traits, produced by genotype as well as 
the influence of environmental factors and the interactions between 
the twothe two

Genome

The sum of the genes of a virus

Wild-type virus

A virus from which a mutant virus is made and compared with

Mutations, mutant viruses

Field isolates or primary isolates



Detection of Viruses

Detection methods that are independent on viral infectionsDetection methods that are independent on viral infections. 

Do not distinguish between infectious and noninfectious viral 
particlesp

Viruses detected by hemadsorption of human or animal 
erythrocytes (hemagglutination assay )

Detection of viral antigens [immunofluorescence; enzyme 
immunoassay (EIA); radioimmunoassay (RIA)]

D t ti f i l l i idDetection of viral nucleic acids

PCR-based detection of unkown viruses [nucleic acid 
amplification tests (NAATs)]p ( )]

Identification of emerging viruses (genechip; high-throughput 
sequencing)

Observation under electron microscope [direct or immune electron 
microscopy (IEM)]



Hemagglutination Assay 
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Hemagglutination assay



Immunofluorescence
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Enzyme-Linked Immunosorbnent Assay (ELISA)

Virus preparation

Virus concentration
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Qualitative & Quantitative PCR



Genechip

http://www.keywordpicture.com/keyword/trizol%20protocol/



Electron Microscopy

Viral particles of HBV

http://www.purdue.edu/rem/rs/sem.htm



Identification of Viruses by Sequencing Viral Genomes

Extract viral 
genomesgenomes

DNA viruses
RNA viruses

Reverse 
transcription

Sanger sequencing

sequencing
Sanger sequencing

High throughput

compare with 
sequences in 

High-throughput 
sequencing

databanks

SequenceSequence
annotation



Sequence Alignment



Sequence Alignment



Sequence Alignment



Phylogenetic Analysis



Detection of Viruses

Detection methods that are dependent on viral infections. 

Can distinguish between infectious and noninfectious viral particlesCan distinguish between infectious and noninfectious viral particles. 
Detection and cultivation of some viruses should be performed in self-
contained laboratories with controlled access. 

Cell culture

Primary culture (PMK, PBMC, etc.)

Continuous cell line (HEK, Vero, MDCK, BHK, HeLa, etc.)

Cytopathic effect

50% Tissue Culture Infective Dose (TCID50): The amount of virus 
required to kill 50% of infected hosts or to produce a cytopathic 
effect in 50% of inoculated tissue culture cells

Plaque assay

Animals

Suckling mice

Embryonated chicken eggs



Cytopathic Effect

Cytopathic effect (CPE) refers to degenerative changes in aCytopathic effect (CPE) refers to degenerative changes in a 
host cell resulting from viral infection. CPE occurs when the 
infecting virus causes lysis of the host cell or when the cell dies 
without lysis because of its inability to reproducewithout lysis because of its inability to reproduce.



Plaque Assay

0.5ml 0.5 ml0.5ml

4.5 ml

Virus stock
101 102 103 104 105 106 107 108

Average # plaques/ml:  11
1 ml/dish

PFU/ml of virus stock:  11 x 108 = 1.1 x 109

PFU: plaque forming unit
10 12 11



Evolution of Viruses

The constant change of a virus population under selectionThe constant change of a virus population under selection 
pressures

Occurs at the population levelOccurs at the population level

Generates enormous diversity

D i bDriven by

Large number of progeny viruses

Large number of mutant/variant viruses

Selection pressures



Evolution of RNA Viruses

The replication of RNA viruses is error-prone: viral RNA-dependent 
RNA l h f di biliRNA polymerase has no proof-reading ability

Average error frequency: about 1 in 105 nucleotides polymerized

Quasispecies

Balance between mutation rate and genetic fidelity for survival

Improved replication



Evolution of DNA Viruses

The replication of DNA viruses is less error-prone than that of 
RNA viruses: cellular or viral DNA polymerase has proof-reading 
abilityability

DNA viruses usually evolve slower than RNA viruses

Narrow host range

Persistent infections common

Some DNA viruses have long genomes (more than 100 kb)



Common Genetic Alterations in Viruses

MutagenesisMutagenesis

Wild type

P i t t tiPoint mutation

D l tiDeletion

InsertionInsertion



Common Causes of Genetic Alterations in Viruses

Recombination



Common Causes of Genetic Alterations in Viruses

Reassortment (viruses with segmented genomes)

Infection of the same cell

Nature Review Microbiology 2008
Progeny virusesInfluenza A Virus

Serologic test: HA and NA

HA: 1-16

NA: 1-9

many others …



Common Mutant Viruses Based on Phenotypes

Conditional lethal mutants (eg. temperature sensitive mutants)

Host-range mutants

Drug-resistant mutants

Immune escaping mutants (eg. neutralizing antibody escaping 
mutants)

Defective viruses 



Defective Viruses

Defective viruses lack one or more functional genes required for viral 
li tireplication

Defective viruses require helper viruses for some steps in replication or 
maturationmaturation

Defective interfering particles lack essential segments of genome 
but contain normal capsid proteins; they require infectiousbut contain normal capsid proteins; they require infectious 
homologous virus as helper for replication, and they usually 
interfere with the multiplication of that homologous virus

Another category of defective virus requires an unrelated 
replication-competent virus as helper (the adeno-associated virus 
and hepatitis D virus replicate only in the presence of co-infectingand hepatitis D virus replicate only in the presence of co infecting 
human adenovirus or hepatitis B virus, respectively)



Non-genetic Interactions between Viruses

Complementation

Phenotypic mixing

Interference



Complementation

Wild-type virus Virus mutant 1 Virus mutant 2 Virus mutant 1 Virus mutant 3

X X X X

Infecting a single cell Infecting a single cellInfection

Progeny viruses Progeny virusesProgeny viruses

X X



Phenotypic Mixing

Infection of the same cell

Progeny viruses

……



Phenotypic Mixing

……



Interference

Virus 1

Virus 2

Infecting a single cell

Progeny viruses



Genetic Interactions between Viruses & Hosts

ViViruses

Acquisition of host genes (oncogenes, host immune 
defense genes etc )defense genes, etc.)

Possible changes in viral virulence

Hosts

Acquire new functional genes from integration of viral 
i f tgenomes or genomic fragments

Mutagenesis in host genomes due to integration of viral 
genomes or genomic fragmentsgenomes or genomic fragments

Cellular gene expression may be altered due to 
integration of viral genomes or genomic fragmentsintegration of viral genomes or genomic fragments



Biological Consequences of Evolution of Viruses

Emergence of drug resistance

Emergence of immune escaping viruses which makes a present 
vaccine obsolete

Virus infection may jump the species barrier

New emerging diseases

Drive host evolution

Impact significantly on the evolution of the ecosystem on the earthp g y y






